TESTIMONIALS
Most of us don’t believe in the reality of all Testimonials!
When I said “Most of us” it included myself. In spite of all this, after doing some profound
thinking, we realized that we should post them, otherwise we will betray trader’s interest,
due to the following reasons:
- Firstly, we should firmly act and dissipate trader’s incredulity, by supplying him/her the email address of the testimonial writer, if is demanded privately. Thus, not only they will
both communicate, but why not, they will exchange reciprocal advantaged trading ideas.
- Secondly, the Testimonials could constitute a real golden mine (in my humble opinion)
for the learning of trading, especially for the novice traders, once the incredulity has been
dissipated.
- And thirdly, it could greatly assist the founder of this website and author of the two
books and 12 seminar Courses, to better reach the most optimal audience!

I thank you, from heart, for us and for the new trading generation!
(Please READ below the Testimonials !)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CLICK ON Testimonial Booklet if you desire a full printed copy!
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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-----------------------"Dr Mircea Dologa well known author and trader has published a new
book on pitchfork trading. It is in the format of a logical course on
trading utilizing the pitchfork but also incorporating the other
tools for successful trading. He focuses on integrated pitchfork
trading. What this means is that he uses the pitchfork and other
techniques e.g. Fibonacci, Rectangles and Elliott wave collectively in
order to arrive at trading decisions and management. There are
detailed refinements of the basics e.g. mini pitchforks and
action/reaction lines. The book is very thorough with good examples.
You can download excerpts from the book at
http://www.pitchforktrader.com/book_excerpts.pdf (just more than 3
megs). Or go directly to www.pitchforktrader.com to download.
There are 19 chapters, 375 pages and 420 charts.
Please note that I don't receive any financial gain from the sale of his
book. The only reason I have written this text is for the purpose of sharing.
Regards
P…”
(The above 2 Texts, describing Volume I book, have been authored & posted by two
different traders in 2 US trading chat rooms, without any solicitude, from our part.)

